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WARNINGS 

Read Before Using Your Sega Video Game System 

EPILEPSY WARNING 

A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic 
seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing lights. 
Exposure to certain patterns or backgrounds on a television screen 
or while playing video games may induce an epileptic seizure in 
these individuals. Certain conditions may induce undetected 
epileptic symptoms even in persons who have no history of prior 
seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your family, has an 
epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing. 
If you experience any of the following symptoms while playing 
a video game—dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle twitches, 
loss of awareness, disorientation, any involuntary movement 
or convulsions — IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult 

your physician before resuming play. 

WARNING TO OWNERS OF PROJECTION TVS 

Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage 
or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended 
use of video games on large-screen projection televisions. 

HANDLING YOUR SEGA CARTRIDGE 

□ The Sega Genesis cartridge is intended for use exclusively 

on the Sega Genesis System. 

□ Do not bend it, crush it or submerge it in liquids. 

□ Do not leave it in direct sunlight or near a radiator 

or other source of heat. 

□ Be sure to take an occasional break during extended play, 

to rest yourself and the Sega cartridge. 
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Kcrion! 

Look for adventure, and you’ll find 

Aladdin. He’s always where the 

action is, leaping across rooftops 

and running through the hustle 

and bustle of Agrabah. The streets 

are chock Tull of knife jugglers, snake 

charmers, basket thieves and, oh yes, 

a sultan-size squad of Palace 

Guards, part of Royal Deceiver . . . 

er, make that Advisor ... Jafar’s 

ever-present troops. 

There’s trouble afoot in the Sultan’s palace, with 

Princess Jasmine trapped in the middle. Greedy Jafar 

is about to pull some very evil tricks out ot his turban. 

And Aladdin’s about to be caught up in a high-speed 

chase full of magic, action and untold hazards. Only 

the quickest of street rats will be able to escape them! 

It’s no ordinary escapade that Aladdin’s about to face. 

He’s got to fight through Agrabah, escape the Sultan’s 

dungeon, survive the fiery Cave of Wonders, snatch the 

Genie’s lamp and battle Jafar in his own secret sanctum. 

Aladdin’s got a few streetwise tricks of his own, 

plus a shining scimitar to make sure 

he trades slash for slash. And 

maybe .. . just maybe ... he’ll 

get a wish or two. But even 

for the world’s smartest street rat, 

there’s danger ahead! 
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Serclncj Up 

| Genesis Cartridge ~| 

1 Set up your Genesis System and plug in control 

pad 1. 

2 With the power switch OFF, insert the DISNEY’S 

ALADDIN cartridge into the cartridge slot and 

press it down FIRMLY. 

3 Turn on your TV or monitor, and then turn on 

the Genesis. 

The License and Sega screens will appear, 

followed by the Title screen. In a few moments, 

a game demo will begin. 

5 Are you ready to take on Aladdin’s adventures? 

Then press the START button to return to the 

Title screen, and turn the page. 

If nothing appears on screen when you start up, turn 
the power switch OFF. Check your Genesis setup, 
make sure the cartridge is FIRMLY inserted in the 
console, and then turn the power switch ON again. 

Always turn the power switch off when you’re 
inserting or removing the cartridge. 
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QcCCln^ Scarfed 

Press the D'PAD up or down to choose 

either START or OPTIONS from the 

Main menu on the Title screen. Then 

press the START button. 

Srcxi-r 

This selection whirls 

you away to the streets 

of Agrabah for the 

start of Aladdin’s 

adventures. 

OpCtor>s 

This choice brings up the Options screen so you can 

change the game settings. 
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CTV>oostr><j OpClons 

Make your choices on 

the Options menu 

before you start play: 

1 Press the D'PAD 

up or down to 

select an option. 

2 Press BUTTON 

A, B or C to 

change the setting. 

3 Press START at any time to go back to the Main 

menu on the Title screen. 

^ifficuLcy 

How far can you go on the least number of Tries? 

Choose your Difficulty level and find out. The harder 

the level, the fewer Tries and apples you start with. 

(You can pick up extra Tries and apples in the game.) 

CDusIc Is 

ON so you can listen to the exhilarating Academy 

Award® winning songs straight from the movie. 

Or you can turn the music OFF. 

Sound p\ Arc ION or OFF, depending on whether or not you want 

to hear them while you play. 
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Sound UcsT 

Hear all the sounds in the game, both music and 

sound effects. 

| Press BUTTON A, B or C, then use the D-PAD 

to scroll the sound list up or down. 

2 Press BUTTON A to hear the marked selection. 

3 Press START or BUTTON B or C to close the list 

and return to the Options menu. 

Criders Kre 

Reset BUTTONS A, B and C to your personal liking, 

from six different settings. If you don’t change the 

buttons, the controls will be: 

THROW-BUTTON A 
SWORD-BUTTON B 
jUMp-BUTTON C 

0?clc 

Press START at any time to return to the Main menu, 

or choose EXIT and then press BUTTON A, B or C. 
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Co do this: 

♦ Move right or left. 

♦ Crouch; duck; 

look down. 

♦ Look up; climb 

hanging ropes. 

♦ Slash with scimitar. 

♦ Throw apples. 

♦ Jump up; grab onto 

ropes, clotheslines, 

overhead poles and 

handholds. 

♦ Jump right or left. 

♦ Pause or resume game. 

pt-css cKls: 

D-PAD right or left. 

D-PAD down. 

D-PAD up. 

SWORD button. 

THROW button. 

JUMP button. 

JUMP button + D-PAD 

right or left. 

START. 

Remember: You can reset the THROW, SWORD 

and JUMP buttons on the Options menu. 



Xladdtns Lively Peats 

Rope-cumeiNQ 

1 Jump up, left or right to grab onto a hanging rope. 

2 Hold the D-PAD up to climb up; hold it down 

to shimmy back down. 

3 To fight, release the D-PAD and press the 

SWORD or THROW button. 

*1 Jump left or right to a safe landing, or to leap 

from one hanging rope to another. 

someRSAULriNQ jump 

I Jump onto a gleaming flagpole for a head-over- 

heels high jump. 
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(DACJIC ROpe R1t>1NQ 

1 Find a flute in Agrabah to gain a magic rope. 

2 Jump up, left or right to grab onto the rope. 

3 Hold on while the rope flies you to a new spot. 

Jump again to let go. 

hAND-OVeR-h^Nt) SW1NQ 

1 Jump up to grab an overhead clothesline, pole 

or other handhold. 

2 Press and hold the D-PAD right or left to swing 

hand-oyer-hand. 

3 To fight, release the D-PAD and press the 

SWORD or THROW button. 

^ Jump again to let go. 
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SlasKtn^ Sctmtrars! 

As Aladdin, youVe got your work “cut 

out”! Swish and slash your shining 

scimitar, and pelt your enemies with 

apples. You’re on the run, so like a 

true street rat it’s best to stay one jump 

ahead of Jafar’s gang! 

SCReeN IN'DIC^CORS 

Health Score 

Tries Cems Apples 

l~>co.LrK 

The smoke in the lamp at the top left of the screen is 

your health. Don’t let it fade away! Some of the smoke 

vanishes each time you get hurt. The lamp will flash 

when you get down to your last few hit points. You can 

restore the smoke with Genie Hearts. 
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Score 

Watch your points add up! 

Cries 

You start with a different number of Tries, depending 

on your Difficulty level. You lose a Try when you nin 

out of health. Abu and the Genie are in your comer to 

help you revive, as long as you have Tries left. You can 

get extra Tries by collecting Aladdin power-ups hidden 

throughout the game. 

Qcms 

Pick up big gleaming jewels to increase your Gem 

count. Use Gems to buy extra Tries and Wishes 

(Continues) from the Peddler (see pages 14-15). 

You start with a different number of bright red apples, 

depending on your Difficulty level. Use them to pelt 

your opponents, from Palace Guards to attacking 

snakes. That’ll get rid of them 

quick, before they get close. 

You can pick up more 

apples almost everywhere. 

Try not to run out. 

P.S.: Look out for the 

Basket Thief — his 

hobby is swiping apples. 



SpecIcvL Irenes 

& power”-Ups 

You gain something good every time you run across 

the items on these pages. 

Xpplcs 

Try to keep your Apple count high so you'll 

always have long-range ammunition. 

Srxxltc Ckarmcr s PI wire 

Catch a flute to get a magic rope that will 

help you escape to a higher spot. Look for 

musical notes that lead you to the flutes. 

CJcotc l^carr 

This restores some of your health. 

^Icxddtn 

This golden charm gives you an extra Try. 

CJcro 

When these add up, you can buy extra Tries 

and Wishes (Continues) from the Peddler. 

(See pages 14'15.) 

Ktu Cokcn 

One of these is good for a trip to Abu’s 

Bonus Round when you clear the level. 

(See page 22.) 
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CJcntc Cokcn 

One of these will take you to the Genie’s 

Bonus Machine after you clear the level. 

Pick up as many as you can, so you’ll have 

extra tokens to play the machine. (See 

page 21.) 

0l<xcW L<xrr>p Smart 8omt* 

When Jafar’s brass booby-trap explodes, 

it knocks out all near-by enemies. 

0ltic Vase 

This is a milestone marker. When you lose 

a Try and revive, you’ll restart the level at 

the last Blue Vase you passed. 

Kpplc Slices 

You’ll run into these on your high-speed Rug 

Ride through the Cave of Wonders. Four 

apple slices add up to one extra apple. 

SccL-rccb L>cxlves 

Find two of these to gain entrance to the 

Cave of Wonders. DCJente's Lcxmp 

Search for this in the Cave of Wonders. Its 

magical powers will help you rescue Princess 

Jasmine — if Jafar doesn’t get it first! 
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CKc peddlers Sccill 

Surprise and adventure follow Aladdin wherever he 

travels. For instance, the mysterious Peddler is always 

close by. When Aladdin finds the Peddler, he will open 

up his stall for business. 

To make your purchase, stand in front of the stall, 

on either the left or right, and press the D-PAD up. 

Just be sure you’ve collected enough Gems ahead 

of time. 

Extra Try — 5 Gems 
Wish-10 Gems 
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WlsKcs 

If Aladdin could wish for anything, it would probably 

be to defeat Jafar, save Jasmine and live happily ever 

after. But he wouldn’t want to give up all the fun 

he’s having as a street rat. 

When Aladdin buys a Wish from the Peddler, he gets 

r everything he’s wishing for — sort of! 

A Wish gives Aladdin one Continue. That means 

when he loses his last Try, he can continue the game 

from the level he’s at, instead of having to start over. 

Every time you continue a game, 

you get rhe same number of 

lives as when you first 

started the game. 

A Wish could be 

worth up to six 

extra Tries! 
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Klatidtn s \\7or-Ld 

scReec 
♦ Give the Sword 

Guards a “hot 

foot” by making 

them run across 

the hot coals! 

♦ Throwing apples 

at the Sword 

Juggler will only 

give you applesauce, unless you time it just right. 

♦ There’s no game clock, so take your time. Fight 

all the enemies and try to get all the power-ups. 

As the noted Thief of Agrabah, the more you look 

for, the more you’ll find. 

cne ceseRC 
♦ It’s too hot to 

race across the 

burning sands. 

Take it slow — 

and always be 

ready for attacks. 

♦ The leafy tops 

of the palm trees 

are good for something besides 

growing coconuts. Try to figure out what it is. 

♦ Find the Scarab. But watch out, it flies away! 

Keep searching! 
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AQRABAh P-OOPCTOPS 

♦ Get all the 

floating flutes — 

and the magic 

i item they cause 

to appear. 

♦ Make the Palace 

Guard drop his 

drawers, and he’ll 

be too embarassed to fight. 

♦ Use flagpoles and ropes to race around the roofs. 

♦ Find Gazeem the Thief and make him give up 

something you’re looking for. 

♦ Defeat Razoul, the Captain of the Guards, 

to escape the rooftops. 

SULCXN’S OUNCjeON 

♦ Welcome to 

Jafar’s “retire¬ 

ment home” for 

thieves and other 

rascals. 

♦ Whack pesky 

bats early on 

to get them out 

of your hair. 

♦ Yikes! Spikes! Time your steps and jumps 

to the rhythm of the sliding spikes and stones. 

Don’t move too fast! 

♦ Easy does it around the swinging wrecker balls. 
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CXVe Op WONTDCRS 

♦ You’ll wonder 

how you’re ever 

going to escape 

this rumbling 

cavern filled with 

the most fabulous 

treasures ever 

seen — and the 

most menacing! 

♦ Watch out for ambushes by ‘‘armed” and danger¬ 

ous Shiva statues! Destroy them to find the way 

into other parts of the cave. 

♦ It’ll take all your deft swordwork and rapid 

footwork to overwhelm the four-armed, sabre 

slashing Shiva Monkey. 

♦ You must find the Genie’s Lamp before you can 

escape the blue gloom of this vast chamber. 

♦ Destroy looming monkey statues to cause magical 

platforms to appear. 

rne escape 
♦ A tremor shakes 

the crumbling, 

blistering hot 

tunnel. You 

must leap across 

the fiery lava 

lake. Now you’re 

in for a hot time! 

♦ The quaking volcano spews forth burning balls 

of lava. Can you outrace them? 
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P_UQ R1t)e 
♦ Streak away on 

the high-speed 

magic carpet to 

escape the red 

hot lava wave. 

Follow the 

Genie’s pointing 

fingers to duck 

or fly over the 

monstrous boulders blocking your way. 

♦ Build up your ammunition supply. Four apple 

quarters give you one extra apple. Try to grab 

Genie Tokens and Aladdins, too. 

iNsit>e trne ump 
♦ Ever wonder 

what a Genie’s 

got inside his 

lamp? Now 

you’ll find out! 

♦ Slide on the 

Genie’s smoke 

curls, hang on 

balloons and ping-pong like a pinball 

at the flick of the Genie’s finger. 

'i 99 
'f 

p 

Hr v? 
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suLrr^N s p/^L^ce 
♦ Awk! Keep the 

flamingoes 

squawking to 

cross the lily pads. 

Don’t fall in! 

♦ Your magic carpet 

saves the day! 

Ride the rug up to 

the terrace. Since this is the Sultan’s Palace, 

it’s loaded with Palace Guards. Stay on 

your toes! 

♦ Heavy ropes lead the way to the Palace pent- 

house, and a throng of junk-food gobbling guards. 

♦ Find the trap door that leads to Jafar’s Quarters 

and stop lago from running Jafar’s “storm” 

machine. 

♦ lago has a terrific surprise he’s cooked up just 

for you — one that’ll make your head spin! 

♦ Don’t forget to free Abu! 

]K\ZK\I S PKLKCe 

♦ You’re getting closer to the root of the problem — 

Jafar! His palace is booby-trapped with sizzling 

floors, swinging wrecker balls, and sneaky guards 

who fight like wild tigers. 

♦ Timing is all important! Go slow and keep a cool 

head — so you don’t lose it. 
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CJer»le s Bonus (DacKlnc 

There’s more to the Genie than just his “pretty face.” 

The Genie runs a Bonus Machine. You can play his 

game of luck every time you clear a level and have 

collected one or more Genie Tokens. 

The Genie Tokens you collect add up to the number 

of times you can play. 

♦ Press BUTTON A, B or C to select a random 

prize. 

♦ When you run out of Tokens, the bonus round 

will end. 

picture prl xc 

Gem-1 Gem 
Apple-5 Apples 
Aladdin-1 Extra Try 
)afar-Lose All Genie Tokens 
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Ktu s Bonus founds 

Life just wouldn’t be the same without Abu! He’s 

more curious than a cat, more stubborn than a mule, 

and sillier than a monkey. (Wait a minute — he is 

a monkey!) He’s so smart, that he has his own 

bonus rounds where he can collect Gems, apples, 

and extra Tries. 

Pick up an Abu Token in three of Aladdin’s levels. 

Then, after you play the Genie’s Bonus Machine, 

you’ll go on to Abu’s Bonus Round. 

Make Abu run back and forth to pick up the special 

items that drop all around him. It’s too bad that pots 

or rocks are also hailing down. Along with sword' 

slinging guards and other perils, they make things 

difficult for the little guy. One hit, and the round ends. 

Watch out, Abu! 
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Flute- 

Genie Heart ~ 

Aladdin- 

Gem- 

Abu Token — 

Genie Token 

Apple Slice ~ 

Bats- 

Scarab Half - 

Genie’s Lamp 

150 points 

150 points 

150 points 

150 points 

150 points 

250 points 

150 points 

200 points 

1000 points 

1000 points 
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Limited Warranty 
Sega of America, Inc., warrants to the original consumer purchaser that 

the Sega Genesis Cartridge shall be free from defects in material and 

workmanship for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. If a defect 
covered by this limited warranty occurs during this 90-day warranty 

period, Sega will repair or replace the defective cartridge or component 

part, at its option, free of charge. This limited warranty does not apply if 

the defects have been caused by negligence, accident, unreasonable use, 

modification, tampering or any other causes not related to defective 
materials or workmanship. To receive warranty service, call the Sega 

Consumer Service Departmental: 1-800-USA-SEGA. 

I o receive Canadian warranty service, call the Sega Canadian Consumer 

• rvice Department at: 1-800-872-7342. 

IX) NOT RETURN YOUR SEGA GENESIS CARTRIDGE TO YOUR 

KI I*All. SELLER. Return the cartridge to Sega Consumer Service. Please 
ill first for further information. If the Sega technician is unable to solve 

problem by phone, he or she will provide you with instructions on 

• turning your defective cartridge to us. The cost of returning the cartridge 

’ i Sega's Service Center shall be paid by the purchaser. 

Repairs after Expiration of Warranty 

ii vour Sega Genesis Cartridge requires repairs after termination of the 

• lav limited warranty period, you may contact the Sega Consumer 
•ervico Department at the number listed above. If the technician is unable 

•<>lve the problem by phone, he or she will advise you of the estimated 
i of repair. If you elect to have the repair done, you will need to return 

• defective merchandise, freight prepaid and insured against loss or 

i image, to Sega's Service Center with an enclosed check or money order 
i ivable to Sega of America, Inc., for the amount of the cost estimate 

pi i >vided to you by the technician. If, after inspection, it is determined that 

. .mr cartridge cannot be repaired, it will be returned to you and your 

payment will be refunded. 

Limitations on Warranty 

Any applicable implied warranties, including warranties of merchant¬ 

ability and fitness for a particular purpose, are hereby limited to 90 days 

from the date of purchase and are subject to the conditions set forth 
••rein. In no event shall Sega of America, Inc., be liable for consequen¬ 

tial or incidental damages resulting from the breach of any express or 

implied warranties. The provisions of this limited warranty are valid in 

t be United States only. Some states do not allow limitations on how long 

«n implied warranty lasts, or exclusion of consequential or incidental 
<t a mages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This 

iiranty provides you with specific legal rights. You may have other 

ightu which vary from state to state. 


